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Tutorial 5 : Basic Multichannel Configuration inside REAPER



Reaper is to my taste one of the best concept of DAW, made for the users, at the same time very powerful and easy and fast to use. It supports very well the multichannel plugins, up to 64 channels !, but the tracks are alas only stereo. The multichannel setup is not hard, but requires patience because if you want to use several tracks you have to repeat the channel assignments every time. Needs for this tutorial : current version of Reaper and the SpatPod 5.1. A good knowledge of Reaper is better... For this tutorial we will spatialize a stero track in a 5.1 surround format.



A. Insert the plug (Before running Reaper, you are supposed to have put the SpatPod plugin file inside the VST Folder which Reaper uses.) Drag the SpatPod 5.1 plugin from the FX Browser on a track, or select it from the dialog box which opens when you click on the Track FX button.



You see that the plugin have 2 Ins and 6 outs. Right click on the volume slider of the track and select "6" in the Track Channels box.
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At this stage, we could send the 6 track's outputs directly to the hardware output to hear them if we want, but we will have later to record them and certainly also to mix them with other tracks. So, since Reaper does not (yet) provide a multichannel master, we have to create three stereo tracks do the job !



B. Configuration of the Busses Create three tracks, - click on the I/O button of the track 1, unselect the Master/Parent Send and activate the sends to the new created tracks (here 2 to 4) :



- this shows new options which allow you to connect the adequate channels to the Receive tracks. The left column shows the available source track channels, and the right column shows always the two default channels since these tracks are stereo... :
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Go to each receive track and choose the corresponding soundcard outputs. - in the first receive track, select the first two sound card outputs from the Audio Hardware Outputs...



- repeat the same operation for the second and the third receives tracks and select the appropriate outputs, logically the outputs 3 + 4 for the second receive track, and the outputs 5 + 6 for the third one. At this point, if you put a wave file on the first audio track, you must hear the effect of the SpatPod when you move the little rings...
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If you want to use more surround able tracks, you have to repeat the process, but of course send the track busses to the same receive tracks, and if you work in octophony or with more channels, use the specific AcousModule and choose the corresponding number of channels and receive tracks. NOTE : for special purpose (non SMPTE/ITU surround audio card, non contiguous outputs...) you can use six mono receive tracks instead of the stereo ones, it is just two times longer to set ;-)



C. Automating and bouncing It is sad to say, but the current version of Reaper DOES NOT allow to record the movements made inside the plugin GUI as automation curves ! You can either record the audio in realtime, or draw each point of the automation curves... (look at your manual !) To select which enveloppe to see on the track is very simple : click on the Choose Envelopes button and select the parameters, for example the Left X and the Left Y.



Attention : in order to use the plugin while Reaper is not playing, you MUST select "Run FX when stpped" in the Audio Option window



More ? Even without a multichannel files support, you can use Reaper to do multichannel editing and processing thanks to its incredible routing matrix. This will make the purpose of a second tutorial...
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